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Executive Summary 

 

A Stage 1 and 2 archaeological assessment was conducted for a proposed draft 

plan of a subdivision that comprises roughly 4.04 ha (9.93 ac) of a property located at 

835 Upper Canada Drive, Sarnia, Ontario. The subject property is located within part of 

Lot 16, Concession 5, in the Geographic Township of Sarnia, County of Lambton, 

Ontario. In the winter of 2017, Timmins Martelle Heritage Consultants Inc. (TMHC) was 

contracted to carry out the assessment which was conducted in accordance with the 

provisions of the Planning Act and Provincial Policy Statement. The purpose of the 

assessment was to determine whether there were archaeological resources present within 

the subject property.  

 

The Stage 1 background study included a review of current land use, historic and 

modern maps, past settlement history for the area and a consideration of topographic and 

physiographic features, soils, and drainage. It also involved a review of previously 

registered archaeological resources within one kilometre of the subject property, and 

previous archaeological assessments within 50 metres. The background study indicated 

that the property had potential for the recovery of archaeological resources due the 

proximity (i.e., within 300 metres) to several features that signal archaeological potential, 

namely: 1) a known water course (tributaries of Perch Creek); 2) 19
th 

century travel 

routes (Modeland Road and Confederation Street); and 3) a mapped 19
th

 century 

schoolhouse. The subject property consists primarily of an active agricultural field along 

with scrubbrush. The Stage 2 investigation employed both pedestrian and shovel test pit 

surveys at a five metre transect interval. The majority of the property was subject to 

pedestrian survey (81.5%). Test pitting was conducted for one area within the subject 

property (18.5%).  

 

The Stage 2 assessment did not result in the documentation of archaeological 

resources. As such, the subject property should be considered free of archaeological 

concern and no further assessment work is recommended. 

 

Our recommendations are subject to the conditions laid out in Section 5.0 of 

this report and to Ministry of Tourism, Culture and Sport review and acceptance of 

this report into the provincial registry. 
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 Stage 1 & 2 Archaeological Assessment 

Proposed Draft Plan of Subdivision 

835 Upper Canada Drive  

Part of Lot 16, Concession 5  

Geographic Township of Sarnia 

Lambton County, Ontario 
 

 

1.0 PROJECT CONTEXT 

 

1.1 Development Context 

 

1.1.1 Introduction 

 

A Stage 1 and 2 archaeological assessment was conducted for a proposed draft 

plan of a subdivision that comprises roughly 4.04 ha (9.93 ac) of a property located at 

835 Upper Canada Drive, Sarnia, Ontario. The subject property is located within part of 

Lot 16, Concession 5, in the Geographic Township of Sarnia, County of Lambton, 

Ontario. In the winter of 2017, Timmins Martelle Heritage Consultants Inc. (TMHC) was 

contracted to carry out the assessment which was conducted in accordance with the 

provisions of the Planning Act and Provincial Policy Statement. The purpose of the 

assessment was to determine whether there were archaeological resources present within 

the subject property.  

 

All archaeological consulting activities were performed under the Professional 

Archaeological License of Matthew Beaudoin, Ph.D. (P324) and in accordance with the 

Standards and Guidelines for Consultant Archaeologists (MTC 2011). Permission to 

enter the property and carry out all required archaeological activities, including collecting 

artifacts when found, was given by Carl Kongus.  

 

1.1.2 Purpose and Legislative Context 

 

The Ontario Heritage Act makes provisions for the protection and conservation of 

heritage resources in the Province of Ontario. Heritage concerns are recognized as a 

matter of provincial interest in Section 2.6.2 of the Provincial Policy Statement (PPS) 

which states: 

 

development and site alteration shall not be permitted on lands 

containing archaeological resources or areas of archaeological potential 

unless significant archaeological resources have been conserved ….. 

 

 In the PPS the term conserved means: 
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the identification, protection, management and use of built heritage 

resources, cultural heritage landscapes and archaeological resources in 

a manner that ensures their cultural heritage value or interest is retained 

under the Ontario Heritage Act. This may be achieved by the 

implementation of recommendations set out in a conservation plan, 

archaeological assessment and/or heritage impact assessment.  

 

The purpose of a Stage 1 background study is to determine if there is potential for 

archaeological resources to be found on a property for which a change in land use is 

pending. It is used to determine the need for a Stage 2 field assessment involving the 

search for archaeological sites. In accordance with Provincial Policy Statement 2.6, if 

significant sites are found, a strategy (usually avoidance, preservation or excavation) 

must be put forth for their mitigation.  

 

2.0 STAGE 1 ARCHAEOLOGICAL ASSESSMENT 

 

2.1 Research Methods and Sources 

 

A Stage 1 overview and background study was conducted to gather information 

about known and potential cultural heritage resources within the subject property. 

According to the Province of Ontario’s 2011 Standards and Guidelines for Consultant 

Archaeologists, a Stage 1 background study must include a review of:  

 

 an up-to-date listing of sites from the Ontario Archaeological Sites Database 

(OASD) of one kilometre around the property and reports of previous 

archaeological fieldwork within a radius of 50 metres around the property; 

 topographic maps at 1:10,000 (recent and historical) or the most detailed scale 

available; 

 historic settlement maps (e.g., historical atlas) 

 archaeological management plans or other archaeological potential mapping 

(when available); and 

 commemorative plaques or monuments on or near the property. 

 

For this project, the following activities were carried out to satisfy or exceed the 

above requirements: 

 

 a database search was completed through the Ministry of Tourism, Culture and 

Sport’s PastPortal system that compiled a list of registered archaeological sites 

within one kilometre of the subject property (completed April 12, 2018); 

 a review of known prior archaeological reports for the property and adjacent lands  

 was undertaken (note: the Ministry of Tourism, Culture and Sport currently does 

not keep a publicly accessible record of archaeological assessments carried out in 

the Province of Ontario, so a complete inventory of prior assessment work nearby 

is not available); 
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 Ontario Base Mapping (1:10,000) was considered through ArcGIS and mapping 

layers provided by geographynetwork.ca; detailed mapping providing by the 

client was also examined; and, 

 a series of historic maps was reviewed related to pre- and post-1800 land 

settlement. 

 

 Additional sources of information were also consulted, including modern aerial 

photographs, local history accounts, soils and physiographic data provided by the Ontario 

Ministry of Agriculture, Food and Rural Affairs (OMAFRA), and both 1:50,000 (Natural 

Resources Canada) and finer scale topographic mapping.  

 

  When compiled, background information was used to create a summary of the 

characteristics of the study area, in an effort to evaluate its archaeological potential. The 

Province of Ontario (MTC 2011 – Section 1.3.1) has defined the criteria that identify 

archaeological potential as:  

 

 previously identified archaeological sites; 

 water sources; 

o primary water sources (lakes, rivers, streams, creeks); 

o secondary water courses (intermittent streams and creeks, springs, 

 marshes, swamps); 

o features indicating past water sources (e.g., glacial lake shorelines 

 indicated by the presence of raised sand or gravel beach ridges, relic river  

 or stream channels indicated by clear dip or swale in topography, 

 shorelines of drained lakes or marshes, cobble beaches); 

o accessible or inaccessible shoreline (e.g., high bluffs, swamp or marsh  

  fields by the edge of a lake, sandbars stretching into marsh); 

 elevated topography (e.g., eskers, drumlins, large knolls, plateaux); 

 pockets of well-drained sandy soil, especially near areas of heavy soil or rocky 

ground; 

 distinctive land formations that might have been special or spiritual places, such 

as waterfalls, rock outcrops, caverns, mounds, and promontories and their bases; 

there may be physical indicators of their use, such as burials, structures, offerings, 

rock paintings or carvings; 

 resource areas, including: 

o food or medicinal plants (e.g., migratory routes, spawning areas, prairie); 

o scarce raw materials (e.g., quartz, copper, ochre or outcrops of chert); 

o early Euro-Canadian industry (e.g., fur trade, logging, prospecting,   

            mining); 

 areas of early Euro-Canadian settlement. These include places of early military or 

pioneer settlement (e.g., pioneer homesteads, isolated cabins, farmstead 

complexes), early wharf or dock complexes, pioneer churches and early 

cemeteries. There may be commemorative markers of their history, such as local, 

provincial, or federal monuments or heritage parks. 
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 early historical transportation routes (e.g., trails, passes, roads, railways, portage 

routes); 

 property listed on a municipal register or designated under the Ontario Heritage 

Act or that is a federal, provincial, or municipal historic landmark or site; and 

 property that local histories or informants have identified with possible 

archaeological sites, historical events, activities or occupations. 

 

In Southern Ontario (south of the Canadian Shield), any lands within 300 metres 

of any of the features listed above are considered to have potential for the discovery of 

archaeological resources. 

 

 Typically, a Stage 1 assessment will determine potential for First Peoples’ and 

historic era sites independently. This is due to the fact that lifeways varied considerably 

during these eras so that criteria used to evaluate potential for each type of site also 

varies. 

 

 It should be noted that some factors can also negate the potential for discovery of 

intact archaeological deposits. Subsection 1.3.2 of the 2011 Standards and Guidelines for 

Consultant Archaeologists indicates that archaeological potential can be removed in 

instances where land has been subject to extensive and deep land alterations that have 

severely damaged the integrity of any archaeological resources. Major disturbances 

indicating removal of archaeological potential include, but are not limited to: 

 

 quarrying; 

 major landscaping involving grading below topsoil; 

 building footprints; and 

 sewage and infrastructure development. 

 

Some activities (agricultural cultivation, surface landscaping, installation of 

gravel trails, etc.) may result in minor alterations to the surface topsoil but do not 

necessarily affect or remove archaeological potential. It is not uncommon for 

archaeological sites, including structural foundations, subsurface features and burials, to 

be found intact beneath major surface features like roadways and parking lots. 

Archaeological potential is, therefore, not removed in cases where there is a chance of 

deeply buried deposits, as in a developed or urban context or floodplain where modern 

features or alluvial soils can effectively cap and preserve archaeological resources. 

 

2.2 Project Context: Archaeological Context 

 

2.2.1 Subject Property: Overview and Physical Setting 
 

The subject property fronts Modeland Road (Hwy 40) to the west and Upper 

Canada Drive to the east, within the Municipality of Sarnia, Ontario (Maps 1 and 2). The 

proposed development consists of a residential subdivision. The property measures 
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approximately 4.02 ha (9.93 ac) in size and consists of active agricultural land and a strip 

of previously ploughed land off of Upper Canada Drive which has been allowed to lie 

fallow (Image 1-6). The subject property is bounded to the north by an unnamed 

driveway and Heritage Park, to the west by Modeland Road, to the south by commercial 

buildings, and to the east by Upper Canada Drive. The subject property fall within Lot 

16, Concession 5 in the Geographic Township of Sarnia, Lambton County. The lands fall 

in the southeastern urban fringe of the city, an area that has witnessed significant recent 

residential and commercial development. Agricultural lands had previously surrounded 

the subject property but development in the preceding 50 years has seen these lands 

transformed for residential and commercial use (Map 3).  

 

The subject property falls within the St. Clair Clay Plains physiographic region, as 

defined by Chapman and Putnam (1966:240) (Map 4). The region is extensive clay plain 

covering over 2,000 square miles east of the St. Clair River and south of the Lake Huron 

shoreline (Chapman and Putnam 1966:240). The plain shows very little notable relief yet 

minor elevation changes have a marked effect on soils and vegetation (Chapman and 

Putnam 1966:240). The St. Clair Clay Plain was formerly the bed of glacial lakes 

Whittlesey and Warren (Chapman and Putnam 1966:241) and the former shorelines of 

these ancient water bodies have been documented along the eastern edge of the plain, 

near Alvinston and Watford. In Lambton County, the clay plain is categorized as beveled 

till plain given that a shallow layer of clay overlies an underlying till plain (Chapman and 

Putnam 1966:243). 

 

The dominant soil type within the subject property is Brookston clay (Map 5), a 

poorly drained dark grey gleisolic soil. Most of the soils in Lambton County are not 

particularly well drained, such that farming regularly requires drainage improvement to 

make it profitable (Matthews et al. 1957:11). In some cases this has been accomplished 

through the excavation of ditches along property boundaries or the installation of 

drainage tile. The underlying bedrock in the area is black fissile shale of the Kettle Point 

Formation and Hamilton Formation blue/grey shale and grey limestone (Matthews et al. 

1957:33). 

 

The subject property lies within the Perch Creek drainage (Map 6). Several 

channelized drains exist within the vicinity of the subject property. A portion of the 

Johnson Street drain runs east-west along the northern end of the subject property before 

flowing north, ultimately into the Perch Creek. A second, unnamed channelized drain 

flowing into to Perch Creek originates approximately 125 m northeast of the northeast 

corner of the subject property. Two additional channelized drains, the Griffith and Moore 

drains, run along the north and south sides of the Confederation Street respectively.  
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2.2.2 Summary of Registered or Known Archaeological Sites 

 

According to the Ontario Archaeological Sites Database (OASD) maintained by 

the Ministry of Tourism, Culture and Sport, there is one registered archaeological site 

within one kilometre of the subject property (Table 1).  AfHo-23 is an isolated findspot of 

one stemmed projectile point. 

 

Table 1: Archaeological Sites Registered within 1 km of the Subject Property 

 
Borden Number Site Name Time Period Affinity Site Type 

AfHo-23 - Precontact Aboriginal Findspot 

 

2.2.3 Summary of Past Archaeological Investigations within 50 Metres 

 

 During the course of this study no record was found of any archaeological 

investigations within 50 metres of the subject property. However, it should be noted that 

the Ministry of Tourism, Culture and Sport currently does not provide an inventory of 

archaeological assessments to assist in this determination. 

 

2.2.4 Dates of Archaeological Fieldwork 

 

The Stage 2 fieldwork was conducted on April 13th, 2018 in warm and overcast 

weather conditions.  

 

2.3 Project Context: Historical Context 

 

2.3.1 First Peoples Settlement in the Lambton County 
 

Our knowledge of the First Peoples occupation of the Lambton County area is 

incomplete. Nevertheless, based on our knowledge of existing sites and using models 

generated from Province-wide and region-specific archaeological data, it is possible to 

provide a basic summary of First Peoples settlement in Lambton County. There is 

archaeological and historical evidence of First Peoples occupation in the area from 

Paleoindian times through to the period of European contact and into the period of 

earliest European settlement. A summary of the themes and temporal periods of early 

First Peoples settlement is provided below (Table 2). 
 

Paleoindian Period 

 

 The first human populations to inhabit the London region arrived between 12,000 

and 10,000 years ago, coincident with the end of the last period of glaciation. Climate and 

environmental conditions were significantly different then they are today; local environs 

would not have been welcoming to anything but short-term settlement. Termed 

Paleoindians by archaeologists, Ontario's first peoples would have crossed the landscape 

in small groups (i.e., bands or family units) searching for food, particularly migratory 
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game species. In this area, caribou may have provided the staple of Paleoindian diet, 

supplemented by wild plants, small game, birds and fish.   

 

Given the low density of populations on the landscape at this time and their 

mobile nature, Paleoindian sites are small and ephemeral. They are sometimes identified 

by the presence of fluted projectile points manufactured on a highly distinctive white-

gray chert named "Fossil Hill" after the geological formation, or "Collingwood." Located 

near the escarpment on “Blue Mountain,” this source was exploited by populations from 

as far south as the London area, who would have traveled here as part of their seasonal 

round.  

 

Table 2: Chronology of First Peoples Settlement in Lambton County 

 
Time Range  (circa)          Diagnostic Features Complexes

Paleoindian Early 9000 - 8400 B.C. fluted projectile points Gainey, Barnes, Crowfield

Late 8400 - 8000 B.C. non-fluted and lanceolate points Holcombe, Hi-Lo, Lanceolate

Archaic Early  8000 - 6000 B.C. serrated, notched, bifurcate base points Nettling, Bifurcate Base Horizon

Middle 6000 - 2500 B.C. stemmed, side & corner notched points Brewerton, Otter Creek, Stanly/Neville

Late 2000 - 1800 B.C. narrow points Lamoka

1800 - 1500 B.C. broad points Genesee, Adder Orchard, Perkiomen

1500 - 1100 B.C. small points Crawford Knoll

Terminal 1100 - 950 B.C. first true cemeteries Hind

Woodland Early 950 - 400 B.C. expanding stemmed points, Vinette pottery Meadowood

Middle 400 B.C. - A.D. 500 dentate, pseudo-scallop pottery Saugeen/Couture

Transitional A.D. 500 - 900 first corn, cord-wrapped stick pottery Princess Point/Riviere au Vase

Late Early Iroquoian A.D. 900 - 1300 first villages, corn horticulture, longhouses Glen Meyer/Younge

Middle Iroquoian A.D. 1300 - 1400 large villages and houses Uren, Middleport/Springwells

Late Iroquoian A.D. 1400 - 1650 tribal emergence, territoriality Neutral Iroquois/Wolf

Contact Aboriginal A.D. 1700 - 1875 treaties, mixture of Native & European items Ojibwa, Oneida, Delaware

Euro-Canadian A.D. 1796 - present  English goods, homesteads European settlement, pioneer life

Period

 
 

Archaic Period 

 

 Settlement and subsistence patterns changed significantly during the Archaic 

Period as both the landscape and ecosystem adjusted to the retreat of the glaciers. 

Building on earlier patterns, early Archaic populations continued the mobile lifestyle of 

their predecessors. Through time and with the development of more resource rich local 

environments, these groups gradually reduced the size of the territories they exploited on 

a regular basis. A seasonal pattern of warm season riverine or lakeshore settlements and 

interior cold weather occupations has been documented in the archaeological record.  

 

Since the large cold weather mammal species that formed the basis of the 

Paleoindian subsistence pattern became extinct or moved northward with the onset of 

warmer climate conditions, Archaic populations had a more varied diet, exploiting a 

range of plant, bird, mammal and fish species. Reliance on specific food resources like 

fish, deer and nuts becomes more pronounced through time and the presence of more 

hospitable environments and resource abundance led to the expansion of band and family 

sizes. In the archaeological record, this is evident in the presence of larger sites and 

aggregation camps, where several families or bands would come together in times of 
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plenty. The change to more preferable environmental circumstances led to a rise in 

population density. As a result, Archaic sites are more plentiful than those from the 

earlier period. Artifacts typical of these occupations include a variety of stemmed and 

notched projectile points, chipped stone scrapers, ground stone tools (e.g., celts, adzes) 

and ornaments (e.g., bannerstones, gorgets), bifaces or tool blanks, animal bone (where 

and when preserved) and waste flakes, a by-product of the tool making process. 

 

Early, Middle and Transitional Woodland Period 

   

Significant changes in cultural and environmental patterns are witnessed in the 

Woodland Period (circa 3,000 to historic times). By this time, the coniferous forests of 

earlier times were replaced by stands of mixed and deciduous species. Occupations 

became increasingly more substantial in this period, culminating in major semi-

permanent villages by 1,000 years ago. Archaeologically, the most significant changes by 

Woodland times are the appearance of artifacts manufactured from modeled clay and the 

construction of house structures. The Woodland Period is often defined by the occurrence 

of pottery, storage facilities and residential areas similar to those that define the incipient 

agricultural or Neolithic period in Europe.  

 

 Early and Middle Woodland Period peoples are also known for a well-developed 

burial complex and ground stone tool industry. Unique Early Woodland Period ground 

stone items include pop-eyed birdstones and gorgets. In addition, there is evidence of the 

development of widespread trading with groups throughout the northeast. The recovery 

of marine shells from the Lake Superior area indicates that exchanges of exotic materials 

and finished items from distant places were common place.  

  

Late Woodland Period 

 

 During the Late Woodland Period, much of Southwestern Ontario was occupied 

by two groups: Iroquoians and what are thought by archaeologists to be Algonquin 

speaking populations (the term “Western Basin Tradition” has been used to describe this 

cultural complex). In the east, the Iroquoian occupants were the Attawandaron or Neutral 

Nation, a tribal group described by European missionaries and whose historic homeland 

was significantly further east. Like other known Iroquoian groups including the Huron 

(Wendat) and Petun (Tionontati), the Attawandaron practiced a system of intensive 

horticulture based on three primary subsistence crops (corn, beans and squash). Their 

villages incorporated a number of longhouses, multi-family dwellings that contained 

several families related through the female line. The Jesuit Relations describe several 

Neutral centres in existence in the 17
th

 century, including a number of sites where 

missions were later established. While precontact Neutral sites may be identified by a 

predominance of well-made pottery decorated with various simple and geometric motifs, 

triangular stone projectile points, clay pipes and ground stone implements, sites post-

dating European contact are recognized through the appearance of various items of 

European manufacture. The latter include materials acquired by trade (e.g., glass beads, 
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copper/brass kettles, iron axes, knives and other metal implements) in addition to the 

personal items of European visitors and Jesuit priests (e.g., finger rings, stoneware, 

rosaries, glassware). The Neutral were dispersed and their population decimated by the 

arrival of epidemic European diseases and inter-tribal warfare. Many were adopted into 

other Iroquoian communities.  

 

 Archaeologists have also documented the in situ development of Late Woodland 

archaeological traditions from Middle Woodland precedents that are believed to have an 

Algonquin cultural origin, quite distinct from Iroquoian populations who lived to the east. 

The archaeological record of these groups has been labeled the “Western Basin 

Tradition.” During the Late Woodland period complex settlements are characteristic of 

these people and, at their peak, are characterized by fortified villages containing large, 

likely extended family, structures. Some of the villages are surrounded by earthworks. 

There is evidence for the cultivation of corn and beans by roughly A.D. 900. The pottery 

traditions of these people varied significantly from those of their Iroquoian neighbors. 

Early vessels, called Wayne ware, are small, thin walled pots covered with vertical cord 

marking and tool impressions. Vessels become more elaborate through time, 

incorporating multiple bands of tool impressions, castellated rims and incised decoration. 

Late pottery is characteristically bag-shaped and often incorporates dentate stamping as 

well as appliqué strips and strap handles, similar to some Mississippian tradition pottery. 

As was not the case with much Iroquoian pottery, clay fabrics were mixed with shell 

temper. 

 

2.3.2 18
th

 and 19
th

 Century First Peoples Settlement 

 

Aamjiwnaang First Nation 

 

 A part of Sarnia Township, encompassing lands west of the subject property, is 

the Aamjiwnaang First Nation lands also referred to as Sarnia Indian Reserve 45, 

Chippewas of Sarnia First Nation, and St. Clair Reservation at Sarnia. Before 1790, the 

Chippewa held all of the lands in Lambton County. In July 1827, Chief Joshua 

Wawanosh and 17 lesser chiefs surrendered to the Crown 2,200,000 acres of land. Of 

these, Chief Wawanosh retained four reservation parcels for his people, with 

Aamjiwnaang First Nation Reservation being the largest. Originally it comprised 10,260 

acres of land covered in trees; however it has now been reduced to some 3000 acres 

through a series of sales (Elford 1982:8-9). The single biggest purchase was made in 

1840 by Malcom Cameron. He bought a strip a mile wide and four miles long off the east 

side and retained the timber rights to much of the reservation (Elford 1982:10). Starting 

in 1852, Sarnia gradually bought reservation land to allow urban growth and later sales 

from 1890 onwards were generally to railways and industries (Elford 1982:10).  

 

 A review of the historic atlas map of Sarnia Township (Map 7) indicates that the 

subject property, prior to the 1840s, were likely within the original boundary of 

Aamjiwnaang First Nation since they are in the Concession ‘Indian Reserve – Block B’. 
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However, by 1880 Old McGregor Road (now Indian Road) marked the west boundary of 

the Indian Reserve lands.   

 

2.3.3 19
th

 Century and Municipal Settlement 

 

The subject property falls within part of Lot 16, Concession 5, in the Geographic 

Township of Sarnia, Lambton County, Ontario. A brief discussion of early 19
th

 century 

and municipal settlement in the Township is provided below, as a means of providing 

general context for understanding former land use.  

 

Prior to the 1830s Lambton County was sparsely occupied by people of European 

descent. One of the reasons for this was that historical Lambton County was composed of 

mainly forested and swampy areas that made settling and traveling to the County 

difficult. A few French settlers were living along the banks of the St. Clair River. An 

unfortified British military reserve was set up in the along the eastern bank of the St. 

Clair River at the entrance to Lake Huron, in the location of what was to eventually 

become the Village of Point Edward around 1800. This military reserve was established 

to protect the entrance of Lake Huron from possible American invaders (Elford 1982: 

114). No sizable European populations arrived to the County until the early 1830s when 

an influx of British settlers occurred. By 1834, there were 1,728 settlers in the county and 

by 1891 the population had increased to 58,810 people (Elford 1982: 3-5). 

 

The Township of Sarnia was surveyed in 1829 (Johnston 1925:46). Many of the 

initial land grants were awarded to land speculators and United Empire Loyalists in 

reward for their loyalty to the British Crown during the War of 1812. Initially much of 

the township was set aside for a reservation and some 10,000 acres given to Henry Jones 

who established a commune of Scottish settlers (Elford 1967:91). Jones received his land 

from Sir John Colborne, his brother’s father-in-law. Jones’ dreams were shattered when 

most of the settlers abandoned the colony two years later. His lakeshore acreage was 

purchased by Samuel Street in 1830 but deeds were not issued until 1841 (Elford 

1967:93, 1982:81). A United Empire Loyalist by the name of John Porter visited the area 

around 1824 and later established a home along the fourth concession line near Perch 

Creek (Elford 1967:36). In 1837, only 42 taxpayers were recorded for the township 

(Elford 1982:81) but settlement continued alongside the growth of industry. The 

population of the township was greatly enhanced between 1841 and 1846 following the 

construction of the London Road (Hwy. 22) which facilitated a major movement of 

persons into the township (Elford 196796) as well as the arrival of a large group of 

families from Lanark County. In 1859, a decision was made to drain Lake Wawanosh, 

along Perch Creek (earlier called Wawanosh Creek), in order to free up further land for 

settlement (Elford 1967:93). 

  

European settlement in the City of Sarnia began in earnest in the 1830s, although 

there is reputed to have been a French settlement in the area a century and a half earlier 

(Johnston 1925:47). In 1826, Mahlon Burwell, Deputy Provincial Surveyor, recorded the 
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names of several French pioneers who had settled along the St. Clair River (Elford 

1967:35). Ignace Cazelet, Jean Baptist Pare, and Joseph LaForge are credited with being 

the first permanent French settlers in Sarnia, the first arriving as early as 1807 (Elford 

1967:35). These entrepreneuring individuals acted as middlemen in the fur trade and 

temporarily abandoned Sarnia for the American colonies during the War of 1812 (Elford 

1967:35). Many of the first English folk (an Indian agent and missionary) to arrive in 

Sarnia came in 1831 to offer services to the local First Peoples community. In 1832, 

former Royal Navy Lieutenant Vidal arrived in Sarnia and built a log house on the east 

side of the existing river trail that would become Front Street (Lauriston 1949:91). He 

was one of several ex-military men who were attracted to the port town. In the same year, 

Henry Jones built two wharves, a store and storehouse on the riverfront (Elford 

1982:142). Industrial and residential areas soon developed along the river’s edge. 

Sarnia’s first steam grist mill was built by James Flintoft in 1845 (Elford 1967:94). By 

1857, the population of Sarnia numbered over 2,000 (Elford 1967:96). Sarnia grew as a 

shipping port and lumbering centre. By 1871, the community had a population of 2,929 

people (Elford 1967:42). 

 

The Sarnia Branch of the Great Western railroad opened in 1858 and helped 

increase the community’s shipping profile and provided passage to new immigrants. 

Transportation to the centre and through the township was considerably hindered by the 

lack of good thoroughfares. Given that the Sarnia vicinity was essentially a vast level clay 

plain with few streams and rivers, it was poorly drained and good, dry roads were hard to 

come by. Swamplands often prohibited the establishment of early through roads. 

Nonetheless, a few early major transportation routes offered some solace to travelers. 

These included the Egremont/London Road (now Highway 22), the Plank Road 

(connecting Sarnia to Petrolia) and the Fourth Line (Confederation Line). The Plank 

Road was “planked” between 1862 and 1865 following the discovery of oil in Enniskillen 

Township (Elford 1967:41-42). 

 

According to the 1880 map of Lambton County, there are no individuals 

associated with the lot containing the subject property. A school is depicted within the 

same lot fronting Confederations Street, which is roughly 150 metres to the southeast of 

the subject property. Modeland Road and Confederation Street are depicted as open at 

that time, and the Sarnia Branch of the Great Western Railway is depicted roughly 800 

metres to the south of the subject property. 

 

2.4 Analysis and Conclusions 

 

As noted in Section 2.1, the Province of Ontario has identified numerous factors 

that signal the potential of a property to contain archaeological resources. Based on the 

archaeological and historical context reviewed above, the subject property is in proximity 

(i.e., within 300 metres) to several features that signal archaeological potential, namely: 

1) a known water course (tributaries of Perch Creek); 2) 19
th 

century travel routes 
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(Modeland Road and Confederation Street); and 3) a mapped 19
th

 century schoolhouse 

structure. 

 

2.5 Recommendations 

 

Given that the subject property demonstrated potential for the discovery of 

archaeological resources, a Stage 2 archaeological assessment was recommended. In 

keeping with provincial standards the active agricultural land was recommended for 

pedestrian survey, while any remnant grassed, treed or otherwise unploughable lands 

were recommended for test pit assessment. In both cases, a five metre transect interval 

was recommended to achieve the provincial standard. In sum, all of the property was 

considered to have archaeological potential pending Stage 2 field inspection and therefore 

a separate map detailing zones of archaeological potential is not provided herein (as per 

Section 7.7.4 Standard 1 and 7.7.6 Standards 1 and 2 of 2011 Standards and Guidelines 

for Consultant Archaeologists). 

 

3.0 STAGE 2 ARCHAEOLOGICAL ASSESSMENT 

 

3.1 Field Methods 
 

All fieldwork was undertaken in good weather (warm and overcast) and lighting 

conditions. No conditions were encountered that would hinder the identification or 

recovery of artifacts. The property boundaries were determined in the field based on 

proponent mapping, landscape features, property staking and GPS co-ordinates. A 

representative from Aamjiwnaang First Nation participated in the Stage 2 field work. 

 

The majority of the subject property (approximately 81.5%; 3.30 ha) comprised 

agricultural fields, which were subject to pedestrian survey. The pedestrian survey at five 

metre intervals was carried out following ploughing of the agricultural field and soil 

weathering under heavy rains (Images 1-3). Surface visibility conditions were good to 

excellent (80% or greater). It was anticipated that when cultural material was identified 

the survey transects would be reduced to one metre or less and a minimum of 20 metre 

radius around each find would be intensively examined to determine the spatial extent of 

each site.  

 

The scrub brush (approximately 18.5%; 0.75 ha) consisting of uncultivated 

grassed areas were subject to a standard test pit survey at a five metre interval (Images 4-

5). Each test pit measured approximately 30 centimetres (shovel width) in diameter and 

was excavated into the first five centimetres of subsoil. The soil from each test pit was 

passed through six millimetre hardware cloth in an effort to retain any artifacts that may 

be present. Once screening was finished, the stratigraphy in the test pits was examined 

and then the pits were backfilled as best as possible, tamped down by foot and shovel and 

re-capped with sod. Test pitting extended up to one metre from all standing features, 

including trees. The test pits generally contained roughly 30 to 40 cm of brown-gray clay 

on top of orange-yellow clay subsoil (Image 6). It was anticipated that if cultural material 
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was found during test pit survey, the survey interval would be intensified (reduced to 2.5 

metres) to determine the cultural significance and size of the site. If not enough 

archaeological material was identified from the intensification a one-metre test unit 

would be hand excavated atop of the original positive test pit.  
 

 

 

Map 8 illustrates the Stage 2 field conditions encountered and assessment 

methods used; the location and orientation of all photographs appearing in this report are 

also shown on this map. Map 9 illustrates the field conditions and assessment methods on 

the proponent mapping. An unaltered Proponent Map is provided as Map 10.  

 

3.2 Record of Finds 

 

No archaeological materials or sites were identified during the Stage 2 field 

assessment of the subject property. Table 3 provides an inventory of the documentary 

records generated during this project.  

 

Table 3: Documentary Records 

 
Field Notes And Field Maps Dated April 13, 2018 

Photo Catalogue Dated April 13 (P1040602-37) 

Location of Records 
Timmins Martelle Heritage Consultants Inc., @ the Museum of Ontario 

Archaeology, 1600 Attawandaron Road, London, Ontario N6G 3M6 

 

3.3 Analysis and Conclusions 

 

A Stage 2 field assessment was carried out in keeping with the Province of 

Ontario’s Standards and Guidelines for Consultant Archaeologists. The pedestrian and 

test pit survey did not result in the documentation of archaeological resources. As such, 

the subject property should be considered free of archaeological concern. 
 

3.4 Recommendations 

 

A Stage 1 and 2 archaeological assessment was conducted for a proposed draft 

plan of a subdivision that comprises roughly 4.04 ha (9.93 ac) of a property located at 

835 Upper Canada Drive, Sarnia, Ontario. The subject property is located within part of 

Lot 16, Concession 5, in the Geographic Township of Sarnia, County of Lambton, 

Ontario. All work met provincial standards and no archaeological material was 

documented during the assessment. As such, the subject property should be considered 

free of archaeological concern and no further archaeological assessment is recommended.  

 

Our recommendations are subject to the conditions laid out in Section 5.0 of this 

report and to Ministry of Tourism, Culture and Sport review and acceptance of this report 

into the provincial registry. 
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4.0 SUMMARY 

 

A Stage 1 and 2 archaeological assessment was conducted for a proposed draft 

subdivision located at 835 Upper Canada Drive, Sarnia, Ontario. The Stage 1 assessment 

revealed that the property had potential for the discovery of archaeological resources. The 

Stage 2 assessment (combined pedestrian and test pit assessment at a five metre interval) 

did not result in the documentation of archaeological resources. As such, the subject 

property should be considered free of archaeological concern and no further assessment 

work is recommended. 
 

5.0  ADVICE ON COMPLIANCE WITH LEGISLATION 

 

This report is submitted to the Ministry of Tourism, Culture and Sport as a 

condition of licensing in accordance with Part VI of the Ontario Heritage Act, R.S.O 

1990, c 0.18. The report is reviewed to ensure that it complies with the standards and 

guidelines that are issued by the minister, and that the archaeological fieldwork and 

report recommendations ensure the conservation, protection and preservation of the 

cultural heritage of Ontario. When all matters relating to archaeological sites within the 

subject property of a development proposal have been addressed to the satisfaction of the 

Ministry of Tourism, Culture and Sport, a letter will be issued by the ministry stating that 

there are no further concerns with regard to alterations to archaeological sites by the 

proposed development.  

 

It is an offence under Sections 48 and 69 of the Ontario Heritage Act for any 

party other than a licensed archaeologist to make any alteration to a known 

archaeological site or to remove any artifact or other physical evidence of past human use 

or activity from the site, until such time as a licensed archaeologist has completed 

archaeological fieldwork on the site, submitted a report to the minister stating that the site 

has no further cultural heritage value or interest, and the report has been filed in the 

Ontario Public Register of Archaeology Reports referred to in Section 65.1 of the Ontario 

Heritage Act. 

  

Should previously undocumented (i.e., unknown or deeply buried) archaeological 

resources be discovered, they may be a new archaeological site and therefore subject to 

Section 48(1) of the Ontario Heritage Act. The proponent or person discovering the 

archaeological resources must cease alteration of the site immediately and engage a 

licensed consultant archaeologist to carry out archaeological fieldwork, in compliance 

with Section 48(1) of the Ontario Heritage Act. Further, archaeological sites 

recommended for further archaeological fieldwork or protection remain subject to 

Section 48 (1) of the Ontario Heritage Act and may not be altered, or have artifacts 

removed from them, except by a person holding an archaeological licence. 

  

 The Funeral, Burial and Cremation Services Act, 2002, S.O. 2002, c.33 requires 

that any person discovering human remains must notify the police or coroner and the 
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Registrar of Burial Sites, War Graves, Abandoned Cemeteries and Cemetery Closures, 

Ontario Ministry of Government and Consumer Services. Effective as of January 16, 

2016, Nancy Watkins, Senior Policy Analyst, is the new Registrar. Her telephone number 

is 416-212-7499 and her e-mail address is Nancy.Watkins@ontario.ca. 
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Image 1: Overview of Pedestrian Survey (looking northwest) 

 

 
 

Image 2: Overview of Pedestrian Survey (looking south) 
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Image 3: Surface Visibility 

 

 
 

Image 4: Ongoing Test Pit Survey (looking north) 
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Image 5: Ongoing Test Pit Survey (looking south) 

 

 
 

Image 6: Typical Test Pit  
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Map 1: Location of the Subject Property in the Municipality of Sarnia, ON 
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Map 2: Aerial Photograph Showing the Location of the Subject Property in 

Municipality of Sarnia, ON 
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Map 3: 1954 Aerial Photograph Showing the Location of the Subject Property in 

Municipality of Sarnia, ON 
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Map 4: Physiography Within the Vicinity of the Subject Property 
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Map 5: Soils within the Vicinity of the Subject Property 
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Map 6: Drainage within the Vicinity of the Subject Property 
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Map 7: Location of the Subject Property Shown on the 1880 Belden Map of 

Lambton County 
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Map 8: Stage 2 Field Conditions and Assessment Methods  
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Map 9: Stage 2 Field Conditions and Assessment Methods Shown on Proponent 

Mapping 
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Map 10: Proponent Mapping 
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Summary of First Nations Consultation 
 

Representatives from Aamjiwnaang First Nation participated in the Stage 2 field 

work. The participation of Aamjiwnaang First Nation was coordinated by phone and 

email with Sharilyn Johnston and Wanda Maness on April 4 and 11, 2018. No concerns 

with the Stage 2 field were raised concerning this project. 
  

 


